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Finishing high school wasn’t easy. Lot of work, preparation for
graduation, applying to college, and believe it or not,
coronavirus. This means a lot to me because through all this
circumstance I can proudly say I did it, I did it and now am a
freshman in college. College is a new beginning in life that
required a lot of focus, preparation, and discipline.  However,
throughout the time I have been through things that have to
change my narrative and perspective of how I view education.
For example COVID-19, this pandemic has been spreading
around the world causing many people to die.  Many’s boroughs
in New York City are affected by the coronavirus.
 
 
The coronavirus is one of the main issues I don’t see education
the way I used to see it. I love going to school and learn and not
be able to do this just demeanor the anxiety of college opening
again. This is not something we ask for but as a student having
to have remote learning instead of going to the college is
something that has affected each one of the students drastically.
This has affected me because am a super independent person but
having to do everything by my self is just not the best thing ever
especially when you don’t understand something.
 
However, this pandemic has to help me be the student that am
now. I feel like being more independent has more time to find a
different way to do things and the best of all be able to be



creative and try doing things own way. All this time of pandemic
has to help me realize who I really am and what I can give in
school there a lot of things that I was afraid doing scare of been
wrong but been able to see how thing can be shut down from
one day to the another just made me realize that if I have an idea
or something that I think is important to speak up because I
don’t know what can happen tomorrow.
 
 
In conclusion, I can say that coronavirus has changed the way I
view school but that doesn’t mean the word is gonna stop this
pandemic made me stronger and with more energy to give my
best and put of there everything I have learned throughout this
pandemic. Many people have always asked has this pandemic
made you and stronger students, yes it has made me a stronger
student because throughout this times I have made a lot of
mistakes doing work however mistake is what makes you a
bigger person with the desire to do better after..
 


